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    Each year, around the beginning of Lent we invite the Garlic Mustard Pickers to lead us in a 
time of worship.  They come and play Christian songs using their Traditional Celtic Instruments.  
But do you know how the band got started? 
 
    The three original band members were part of a group called “Weed Out,” a volunteer based 
organization sponsored by The Park People of Milwaukee City and County Parks system.  Weed-
Out works to keep invasive species like “Garlic Mustard” from destroying the environment.  The 
band got its start in 2003 when these original members began to discuss their love of music as 
they pulled the invasive weed out of a Grant Park natural woodlands area.   
 
    Soon the three dusted off their instruments and began to play together for fun.  Soon 
spouses and friends joined and by August of 2003 they were having regular band practices.  The 
“Garlic Mustard Pickers” seemed a natural name for the band and their first paying gig was in 
December of 2003.  By consensus the band decided to turn its earnings over to a community 
project which set the tone for their mission; to use profits to support worthy public service 
projects within their community after minimal expenses were covered. 
 
  By the end of 2014 the band’s collective donations nearly $25,000 dollars given to 
organizations like Hunger Task Force, Human Concerns of South Milwaukee, Park People of 
Milwaukee, Inc, South Milwaukee School District, Friends of LaFollette Park, Friends of Mitchell 
Domes, Milwaukee Library Foundation, Bay View Historical Society and others.  For over 12 
years the Garlic Mustard Pickers have been using their music to make the world a better place. 
 
   Today we have parables which speak about the Kingdom of God.  For me the Garlic Mustard 
pickers embody the Kingdom of God; people gathering in community which is formed around 
their gifts, talents and passions and from that forming a which leaves the world a better place 
because they have shared themselves.    
 
  Today we hear Jesus tell the parable of the Mustard Seed. And If we have spent time in church 
we think we know what this parable is all about.  The parable has been reduced to simple 
popular sayings, “Great things often Have Humble Origins,” or “Don’t overlook something 
because of it’s size,” or “modest beginnings can have huge outcomes,” and so forth.   
 
     And there is really nothing wrong with these interpretations.  Most preachers present this 
story as an allegory,” just like the mustard seed starts small and grows, so might your faith if 
you tend it.”  Others treat it as a fable,  “see how very large things cane have small beginnings?  
Don’t become discouraged if you exercise your faith in small ways, because God will use it to do 
great things.” 
   



    Allegories and fables are meant to teach us a lesson.  But we are told this is a parable, and 
parables are entirely different; they are meant to overturn, deconstruct, to cause frustration 
and for those who sort their way through them they bring the power to transform. 
 
   So while I think the allegorical and fable interpretations are safe enough, I guess that is my 
uneasiness with it – it’s too safe.  So consider an alternative, subversive approach.  The things 
about mustard seeds, you see, it that while some varieties were used as spice, and some as 
medicine in the ancient world, in general they were considered very pesky and somewhat 
dangerous.  Why?  Because the plant is hard to control, and once it takes root it can overwhelm 
an entire natural area.   
 
   So gardeners among us, what is your garden’s enemy?  Crabgrass, dandelion, wild onion—
that’s pretty much what Jesus is comparing the kingdom of God to.  Oh, and the part about the 
birds seeking refuge?  Maybe it’s meant as a comforting image, as in birds finding shelter from 
the elements.  Or maybe, given the unfavorable reference to birds in the previous parable 
about the sower—maybe it suggests that once Mustard Shrubs takes root, all kinds of things 
happen including the sudden presence of “undesireables.” 
 
    Looked at this way we might hear Scholar John Dominic Crossan as he describes the parable, 
“the point, in other words, is not just that the mustard seeds starts as a proverbial small seed 
and grows into a schrub of 3-4 feet, or even higher, it is that it tends to take over where it is not 
wanted, that it tends to get out of control, and that it tends to attract birds within cultivated 
areas where they are not particularly desired.  And that, said Jesus, was what the kingdom of 
God is like; not like the mighty cedar of Lebanon, and not quite like a common weed, more like 
a pungent shrub with dangerous takeover properties.  Something you would want in only small 
and carefully controlled doses—if you could control it.” 
 
    And I think that’s the point.  This kingdom Jesus proclaims isn’t something we can control.  
And it’s definitely not safe, not, that is, if we’re even minimally satisfied with the way things 
are.  Rather the kingdom comes to overturn, to rearrange power, to transform the kingdoms of 
the world. 
 
    But if you are not satisified, if you can imagine something more than the status quo of 
scarcity and fear and division and limited justice, the maybe Jesus saying that that God’s 
Kingdom is infiltrating the kingdoms of the world offers hope, a hope that will entice, or prompt 
you into working with Jesus to transform the systems of this world into the Kingdom, yes the 
Wild and invasive kingdom of Peace through justice.  Hope is like that you see—it doesn’t just 
cheer you up, it moves you to action. 
 
    When Jesus speaks of the Kingdom of God, he is offering us a dangerous hope.  A hope that 
God’s Kingdom, the one we can’t control or summon, is coming and our role is to participate 
actively by looking for it and even aiding its unexpected growth. 
 



    So when the benediction is spoken this morning and the Postlude is finished.  After your last 
sip of coffee, and you hit your limit on cookies and crackers.  As you walk out the door after a 
meeting, or saying “see you soon” to a friend.  Remember, you walk out of Emanuel church as 
people of God’s kingdom.  Go look for the kingdom sneaking in and spreading out, taking over 
even the little corners of our world… and when you see it don’t be afraid to name it and raise it 
up.  Go, disciples of Jesus, look for hope, play some music that fixes a part of the world, tell a 
story that transforms lives, find God’s dangerous hope growing, the one which changes lives in 
ways small and large.   
 
Amen 


